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Mr. Co-facilitators, 

First of all I would like to associate my statement with the statement by the 

distinguished representative of South Africa on behalf the Group of 77 and China. 

With regard to the MoI, I would like to reiterate our view delivered last Monday 

that the outcomes of the Third International Conference on Financing for Development 

should never perceived as the substitution of the Goal 17 of the SDGs or as the “MoI 

pillar of the post-2015 development agenda” or “MoI placeholder”, but rather to 

contribute as an important complimentary element in the post-2015 development 

agenda process. 

Mr. Co-facilitators, 

We comment your approach in preparing Chapter II on Means of Implementation 

and the Global Partnership, as it stands now. We see favorably to paragraphs 1 to 8 

under this chapter, as the introduction to the MoI and Global Partnership chapter. We 

are of the view that this part still lacks a solid reference to Global Partnership, and like 

others we are of the view that Global partnership based on MDGs 8 should be reflected 

here. 

 

We also welcome the inclusion of the goal-specific MoI as agreed in the OWG 

SDGs Report. 

We are of the view that the reflection of these MoI-specific goals will serve as a 

good basis in further integrating the Third FFD Conference outcome in the context of 

post-2015 development agenda.  

We are of the view that the FFD Outcome should complement the MoI-specific 

goals. We will also need to ensure that all MoI-specific goals in the SDGs including in 



Goal 17 are fully equipped with appropriate resources and action to ensure its concrete 

implementation. 

With regard to how to reflect the FfD Outcome in the zero draft, like others we 

are quite flexible to discuss how to reflect the outcome in the document 

I thank you Mr. Co-Facilitator. 


